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Turkey targets Getty, other museums
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By Jason Felch,

The government of Turkey is asking American museums to return dozens of artifacts that were allegedly looted
from the country's archaeological sites, opening a new front in the search for antiquities smuggled out of their
original countries through an illicit trade.

The J. Paul Getty Museum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, the Cleveland Museum of Art and
Harvard University's Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection are among the institutions that the
Turkish government has contacted, officials say.

Turkey believes the antiquities were illegally excavated and smuggled out of the country after the passage of a
1906 law that gave the state ownership of antiquities in the ground.

Inspired by the success of its Mediterranean neighbors Italy and Greece, Turkey is taking a more aggressive
stance toward its claims, many of which were first made decades ago.

"Turkey is not trying to start a fight," said Murat Suslu, Turkey's director general for cultural heritage and
museums. "We are trying to develop ... cooperation and we hope these museums will also understand our point
of view."

Turkey is presenting the museums with supporting evidence and has threatened to halt all loans of art to those
institutions until they respond to the claims. Loans have already been denied to the Met, a Turkish official said.

American museums' antiquities collections have been the subject of intense scrutiny in recent years as
evidence emerged of their ties to an illicit trade in artifacts found in archaeological sites around the world.

Confronted with that evidence, the Getty, the Met, the Cleveland, the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the
Princeton University Art Museum returned more than 100 looted objects to Italy and Greece, changed their
acquisition policies and formed collaboration agreements that allow for loans to replace acquisitions of suspect
material.

But new evidence continues to emerge, underscoring that the scope of the problem is far wider. In January, Italy
announced that it had recovered an additional 200 objects and fragments from the Met and Princeton after they
were tied to an ongoing criminal investigation of Italian antiquities dealer Edoardo Almagia and Princeton
antiquities curator Michael Padgett.

None of the museums facing requests from Turkey would release a list of the contested objects in their
collections, but The Times obtained a partial list from Turkish officials of what the country is asking for. Judging
from publicly available records, most of the objects were acquired by the museums since the 1960s and have
little or no documented ownership history before that, suggesting they could have come from illicit excavations.

The 10 Getty objects sought by Turkey were acquired from dealers, auction houses or collectors for more than
$1 million between 1968 and 1994 and include four marble muses now on display in the Getty Villa's Basilica
gallery. According to ownership histories provided by the Getty in accordance with its reformed antiquities
policy, several originated with Elie Borowski or Nicolas Koutoulakis, two antiquities dealers known to have ties
to the illicit trade.

The Getty's talks with Turkey began in the 1990s, government officials said, and gained steam under the
directorship of interim museum director David Bomford, who left the Getty in February.
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"We expect those discussions to continue and while they do, we will not be getting into specifics," said Getty
spokesman Ron Hartwig.

The 18 contested objects at the Met are all from the private collection of Norbert Schimmel, a longtime Met
trustee who died in 1990. The museum acquired the Schimmel collection in 1989, and several of the contested
objects are now highlights of the museum's Ancient Near East Galleries.

Harold Holzer, a spokesman for the Met, initially denied the museum had received a request for specific objects.
He later acknowledged in a statement that Turkey had requested information about the 18 objects in September,
adding that the museum is "in the process of providing" that information. Turkish officials say the Met's only
response has been to write a letter to the Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan.

At Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C., ancient silver plates and other decorative objects known as the Sion
Treasure are among the items Turkey is seeking to recover. The treasure was reportedly found in the early
1960s in an ancient burial mound in Kumluca, Turkey. It was acquired by the museum in 1966 from a private
collector who bought them that same year from George Zakos, an antiquities dealer with documented ties to the
illicit trade.

Turkey has been asking for the return of the treasure since 1968, hoping to reunite the objects with the rest of
the treasure, which is in a museum in Antalya, on Turkey's southwest coast.

Twenty-one objects are being sought from the Cleveland Museum, which Turkish officials say has not
responded to their inquiries. A museum spokeswoman declined to comment or release a list of contested
objects.

Turkey has long sought the return of objects taken illegally from its borders, with occasional success.

Most famously, the country's government fought a six-year legal battle with the Met for the return of the Lydian
Hoard, a collection of goods looted from a burial mound in western Turkey. (It too had passed through the hands
of Zakos.) The Met agreed to return the objects in 1993 after evidence emerged that museum officials had been
aware of the material's illicit origins and sought to hide it. To the chagrin of Turkish authorities, soon after its
return a key piece of the treasure was stolen from the local museum to which it was returned.

A similar battle played out between Turkey and the Boston MFA over the Roman statue Weary Herakles. Turkey
requested the statue's return in the 1990s after finding its bottom half in an excavation in Perge. The MFA had
purchased the top half in 1981 jointly with New York collectors Leon Levy and Shelby White. The MFA's piece
has been known to fit the bottom half in Turkey since 1992, but the museum returned it only last September as
part of a broader cultural cooperation agreement.

In hopes of avoiding such protracted disputes, Turkey adopted a more aggressive stance in 2010, barring loans
to institutions harboring contested objects. The Art Newspaper reported earlier this month that two British
museums have recently been denied loans.

"It's part of a broader shift in the government saying, 'culture matters to us,' " said Christina Luke, a lecturer in
archaeology at Boston University. While working in Turkey over the last decade, Luke has seen it make major
investments in regional cultural sites, efforts to educate children about the value of their heritage and attempts
to clarify and strengthen the country's cultural policies.

"Turkey is offended because of having insincere responses to her claims," said Turkish official Suslu. "Turkey
has been fighting against illicit trafficking of cultural objects since the Late Ottoman Period. Many ways were
tried during the past years but they were not sufficient."
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PHOTO: A MARBLE MUSE, purchased from Sotheby's in 1968, is one of the Getty
objects sought.
ID NUMBER:20120331m1q4bipd
PHOTOGRAPHER:Getty Museum, Villa Collection

PHOTO: A BRONZE HEAD of a youth at the Getty, among the items Turkey has
requested, was purchased from antiquities dealer Nicolas Koutoulakis in 1971.
ID NUMBER:20120331m1q4dmpd
PHOTOGRAPHER:Getty Museum, Villa Collection

PHOTO: THE CONTESTED OBJECTS at the Met include a gold pendant acquired in
1989 as part of the private collection of Norbert Schimmel, a longtime trustee.
ID NUMBER:20120331m1psmspd
PHOTOGRAPHER:Metropolitan Museum of Art
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